Factors limiting optimal students’ engagement on Social Media: A study of Higher Education Institutions in Pakistan
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Abstract: Limited research on Social Media (SM) marketing by Higher Education Institutes (HEIs) primarily focuses on understanding important practices followed to enhance students’ engagement on SM or its association with different branding constructs. However, there is a dearth of research that can guide regarding practices negatively influencing SM based communication between HEIs and Students. This research explores these limiting factors affecting optimal students’ engagement on SM. A qualitative exploratory research methodology was adopted based on in-depth interviews and Netnography. 25 interviews were conducted and 6 months content analysis of Facebook account of selected HEIs was carried out for Netnography. The findings revealed different content and non-content factors negatively influencing students’ engagement on SM. Content related factors included poor design of SM content, lack of informality, inconsistent content posting and content posting during office hours. Whereas non-content related factors include selective platform presence, selective response to students’ queries, fearful attitude towards official SM and absence of incentives for students to engage on SM. All these factors are believed to affect different stages of Customer Engagement including Connection, Interaction, Loyalty and Advocacy. Findings of this study have enabled gaining empirical knowledge regarding negative practices on SM, highlighted above, that shall be avoided to attain optimal results for SM marketing communication and learning how these practices affect different stages of students’ engagement on SM.
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1. Introduction

Social Media (SM) based communication has engraved itself into daily life of people (Jacobson, Gruzd, & ÁngelHernández-García, 2020). Organizations also rigorously adopt and use this technology for daily communication needs and marketing purpose (Razak & Latip, 2016). HEIs are no different in this regard are actively embracing SM to engage with their stakeholder (Xiong, et al., 2018). It is perceived to be less intrusive versus traditional marketing communication options, which easily blends in with daily communication feed (Molenaar, et al., 2021). It provides organizations an informal platform of connecting with their customers who are living a virtual life (Tiago & Verissimo, 2014). According to Aristotle, all beings are subject to some form of representation (McKeon, 1973). This representation is mediated through various means and in case of digital technologies; it is SM platforms, giving individuals an opportunity to represent themselves as virtual beings. Teen and young adults are believed to spend an average 1 hour per day on SM (Rideout & Fox, 2018). An average Pakistani is spending approximately 2.5 to 3.5 hour on internet daily, including time spent on SM platforms (Suhail, 2019). These statistics clearly shows the value, brands see, in communication via SM.

Adoption of SM for marketing communication purpose is not specific to any particular industry. Past studies highlight SM adoption in several industries such as sports, telecommunication, healthcare, banking sector, etc. (Lagrosen & Josefsson, 2011; Lagrosen & Grunden, 2014; McCarthy, Rowley, Ashworth, & Pioch, 2014; Eagleman, 2013; Tsimonis & Dimitriadiis, 2014). The adoption of SM for communication purpose is also not a new phenomenon for Higher Education Institutes (HEIs) (Dabner, 2012; Mehmood, Janjua, Akram, Laeeque, & Aftab, 2021). Almost every University seems to have some form of SM presence to communicate with their target audience. There is an increasing trend of recruiting dedicated teams to manage SM based communications, highlighting the investment of money and time being made by HEIs to communicate through SM (Mehmood, Janjua, & Saeed, 2021). This trend also shows the confidence educational institutes have developed with this form of communication in terms of its reach and efficacy. Recent research on SM marketing has tried to understand various marketing perspectives of SM and associated benefits with use of SM (Hoffman & Fodor, 2010; Kim & Ko, 2010; Michaelidou, Siamagka, & Christodoulides, 2011; Sashi, 2012; Hudson & Thal, 2013; Nadaraja & Yazdanifard, 2013; Stephen, 2016; Zollo, Filieri, Rialti, & Yoon, 2020; Ali & Xiaoying, 2021).

The literature also highlights factors influencing HEIs to adopt SM for communication purpose (Mehmood, et al., 2021). But adoption of any technology for communication purpose is merely a first step towards an active engagement that brands are striving to achieve. Customer engagement on SM is an understudied phenomenon (Shawky, Kubackib, Dietricha, & Weavena, 2020), especially in context of HEIs. Limited literature in this domain mostly focuses on understanding factors positively contributing towards customer engagement (Riley, 2020; Alalwan, et al., 2020; Lei, Pratt, & Wang, 2017; Jayasingh & R.Venkatesh, 2015). But there is dearth of research that has tried to highlight factors negatively affecting customer engagement on SM for a clearer understanding regarding do’s and don’ts of SM based marketing communication. This research has therefore tried to fill this gap by identifying content and non-content related factors of SM, which are believed to limit optimal utilization of SM by Pakistani HEIs. These limiting factors were analyzed through the customer engagement framework of SM presented by (Shawky, Kubacki, Dietrich, & Weaven, 2020) to understand effect of various...
limiting factors across different stages of customer engagement.

1.1. Purpose of research

SM has weaved itself into daily lives of people and becoming a prominent option of communication by brands. HEIs are also maintaining their SM presence and posting information on multiple SM platforms for sharing with their stakeholder. There are clear efforts showing attainment of active customer engagement on SM to reap full benefits of a cost-effective marketing communication option. But these efforts are being made without understanding factors, which may negatively impact customer engagement on SM. Knowledge about these factors can help better understand the do’s and don’ts of SM marketing communication, especially in context of HEIs. This research has focused on following two objectives:

a) Identify factors that are believed to negatively influence students’ engagement on SM.
b) Learn about the negative influence of identified factors across different stages of customer engagement on SM.

1.2. Conceptual framework
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Figure 1: Conceptual framework of students’ engagement on SM

2. Literature review

The fast-changing technology has reshaped the way people used to interact with the brands in past. There were limited options before in terms of brand communication, but now digital technologies have increased this interaction many folds (Farook & Abeysekara, 2016). Online communications technologies have somewhat become the most important mean of learning about a brand and its performance. Despite its complexities, limitations and ethical concerns it is quite visible that brands have started living an e-life. ICT has become the most commonly used medium to communicate (Mingers & Willcocks, 2017). Traditional media such as
newspaper, billboards and TV have perhaps lost their supremacy, which they have enjoyed for years, especially for higher level of customer engagement with young consumers. Information regarding brands is being pulled from digital media rather than being pushed, as in the past (Wind & Mahajan, 2002; Batool, Iftikhar, & Mashal, 2020). People are relying less on what the brands have to say about themselves and more on what others have to say. The digital media, primarily through Web 2.0 based technologies, has given a strong voice to those customers. Using internet technologies, the customers are obtaining real time information about the brands and what their customers have to say (Mehreen et al., 2020).

With growing value of SM based communications, brands are putting more efforts to actively engage with their customers on SM based platforms. It is therefore research on customer engagement on SM based communication is gaining more value (Santini, et al., 2020; Jayasingh & Venkatesh, 2015). According to Shawky et al (2020), customer engagement on SM platforms revolves around four pillars including connection, interaction, loyalty and advocacy. While connection is considered a pre-requisite of any form of customer engagement on SM, but the remaining pillars by no mean define a must go-through process to achieve engagement. However, focus on all constructs of this framework provides a sequential leader, which if followed, can lead towards a more natural form of active customer engagement on SM platforms.

**Connection** is considered to play a fundamental role towards active customer engagement on SM. It is seen as stimuli that attracts customers towards SM based communication with brands. According to Hansen, Shneiderman, & Smith (2011), SM has enabled billion of users to develop trillion of connections. These connections ultimately help build relationships and allow organizations to tap into their customers’ world where they were not allowed to tread before (Hanna, Rohm, & Crittenden, 2011). People seek membership of social networks to fulfill their need of social connection for interaction, entertainment, relaxation, passing time or seeking information (Riley, 2020). Brands make such connections possible with their stakeholders by creating their SM presence and actively posting content on SM. It is one-way stage of communication on this interactive platform that sets the stage for active customer engagement. Customers are more encouraged to connect with networks where their peers are also present (Shawky, et al., 2020).

Connection is followed by a two-way communication stage i.e., interaction. At this stage, customers are believed to more actively contribute by active posting of comments, giving feedback and by sharing and liking SM content. According to Shawky et al (2020), customers are not willing to interact with posts that have no social contribution. Customers prefer interacting with posts that can highlight benefits for others, showing the social side of SM based communication. According to Holt (2016), brands shall actively listen-in for developing trends (memes) on SM platforms, which are forming short lived subcultures. Subcultures are generally defined as “a relatively diffuse social network having a shared identity, distinctive meanings around certain ideas, practices, and objects, and a sense of marginalization from or resistance to a perceived conventional society” (Haenfler, 2013). SM has expanded these subcultures. These subcultures exist around almost any set of topics and are just one click away, forming crowd cultures with the convenience of SM. Brands succeed in achieving active interaction if they appeal to their crowd cultures and SM is enabling organizations to listen to these cultural opportunities, target the crowd culture and diffuse the new ideology (Holt, 2016). It is therefore important for organizations to understand those crowd-cultures within their SM
realities that can allow their content to be more actively shared and circulated amongst their users for enhanced interaction.

Enhanced interaction is believed to lead towards the stage of **Loyalty**, which is an elevated stage of customer engagement on SM (Shawky, et al., 2020). At this point, customers develop a special bond with brands to more actively interact with them and with other customers, forming online communities. Larochelle, Habibi, Richard, & Sankaranarayanan (2012) in their research showed a strong connection between formation of online communities using SM with development of brand trust and loyalty. This formation of communities and sub communities matches with the concept of brand communities that is defined as a “specialized, non-geographically bound community, based on structures set of social relations among admirers of brand” (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). The formation of communities on SM can be obviously much larger in scale due to technology and can therefore be termed as special brand community with its own set of dynamics. Yet, at the same time, it is very similar to a greater extent with regular brand communities showing all the indicators including consumers’ relationship with brand elements and value creation practices (Habibi, Larocchea, & Richard, 2014). There exist many examples of companies using group functionality of SM (Kietzmann, Hermkens, McCarthy, & Silvestre, 2011) to better connect with their customers. Some examples in this regard quoted by Chu (2011) include Facebook group pages: (a) Tide Loads of Hope; (b) Sony Digital Photography; and (c) Dodge, It’s a Way of Life.

All above group pages allow the brand community of these brands to share pictures, videos and other content types to stay connected with their brand and forming stronger brand communities. According to Shawky et al (2020), to achieve such loyalty, organizations can offer incentives, rewards, run promotions and give positive gestures such as thanking customers and acknowledging their contribution on SM. According to Keitzmann et al (2012), individuals are motivated by intrinsic and extrinsic motivators to share content on SM. Intrinsic motivation is a type of motivation that is natural to a person and pushes them to act with zeal in order to acquire personal pleasure, self-satisfaction, peer acknowledgment, overcoming curiosity, or a sense of challenge. Extrinsic motives are linked to external rewards that one eye to receive as a result of engaging in a certain activity. People in SM can be seen interacting and sharing content based on their intrinsic and extrinsic motives. Provision of incentives, rewards and promotions (Shawky, et al., 2020) perhaps provide customers to have extrinsic motivations (Keitzmann, et al., 2012) to more actively engage on SM.

The stage of loyalty is followed by highest level of engagement called **advocacy**. This is the point where customers encourage other customers to engage with the organization and their content on SM. This is achieved through co-creation of value by sharing own experiences and stories on SM and actively sharing content on their timelines (Shawky, et al., 2020). Such advocacy and active engagement through sharing of own experiences may get affected due to privacy concerns on SM. According to Athukorala (2018), students’ engagement through SM is negatively influenced due to privacy concerns, especially in countries such as China. So apart from developing connection, enhancing interaction and nourishing loyalty, HEIs perhaps need to overcome privacy concerns of their students to encourage them to freely share their experiences and stories to co-create value and become brand advocates.

The reflection of advocacy can also be seen on SM in form of active participation by customers to help and assist other customers based on their knowledge, experiences and person opinions.
(Shawky, et al., 2020). This can be equated to a customer service delivered by customers for other customers. It is perhaps correct to presume that the customer service, which plays an important role towards brand building, has remodeled itself on SM to include ‘inter-customer support’ due to increased C2C communication. Now if you put any query regarding a product or service on SM, other customers would jump in to assist, guide and communicate with you to share their knowledge and experiences. This inter-customer support has been in existence for years in case of online business or IT based solutions but has expanded to include off-line businesses due to the online presence of that company and their customers on SM (Sigala, 2009). It is pertinent to mention that there is no compulsion for a customer to become advocate after passing through the stages of interaction and loyalty. At times, simple connection can result into customer sharing content of any organization on SM. But it is important for organizations to encourage their customers go through these different stages to achieve consistency in their advocacy on SM.

According to Shawky et al (2020), movement across different stages of the customer engagement framework on SM is dependent on customers’ satisfaction. Santini et al (2020) explained this satisfaction with the concept of positive emotions, which collectively mediates the journey towards active customer engagement on SM. Satisfaction, is seen as a result of positive cognitive evaluation of consumption outcomes resulting into positive emotions such as enthusiasm, freedom of expression and positive outcome expectation. The feeling of satisfaction and positive emotions positively influence customer engagement on SM platforms. If the customer is not satisfied with any of these stages, there is an increased probability that they will move back in stages or simply disassociate themselves from engaging with such organizations (Shawky, Kubackib, Dietricha, & Weavena, 2020). It will therefore be interesting to learn about the factors, which are believed to contribute towards dissatisfaction or negative emotions of students to engage more actively on SM, resulting into a lower engagement level.

3. Research methodology

Official adoption of SM by Pakistani HEIs for marketing communication is a comparatively new phenomena, which is not more than 7-8 years old (Mehmood, Aftab, & Mushtaq, 2016). The knowledge regarding optimal utilization of this communication option is still evolving, based on experiential knowledge gained by different stakeholders involved. To develop understanding regarding an evolving phenomenon, an exploratory study is recommended to learn from the experiences of those who are living the reality (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). This research has therefore employed qualitative research methodology based on data collection methods of In-depth Interviews and Netnography. A total 25 interviews were conducted from the relevant stakeholders of SM based communication in HEIs. This included SM managers, who were responsible for the management of SM and students, who were engaging with their HEIs using SM platforms. The students and SM managers were from seven selected HEIs of Pakistan, which were selected on bases of their active SM presence, in terms of number of followers and likes. These HEIs were based in four cities of Pakistan with the most active SM usage (Qureshi, 2016) i.e., Karachi, Lahore, Islamabad and Peshawar. In addition to the in-depth interviews, data of 6 months usage of SM platforms of the existing HEIs was analyzed to understand their execution of SM based marketing communication. While the selected HEIs showed presence on multiple platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn, etc., but the most commonly used active SM platform was Facebook, which was then selected
for observation of 6 months content of the selected HEIs. The data collected through in-depth interviews and Netnography was analyzed using NVivo 11 software to look for emerging themes that can help address the research objectives.

4. Data and analysis

The outcomes of SM usage reflected in literature shows a strong role it plays towards strengthening brands. But all these outcomes revolve around the concept of students’ engagement (customer engagement). If there is no one to engage with the SM content of HEIs; the perceived outcomes will only remain as myths. It is therefore considered important to highlight any inhibiting elements towards optimal utilization of SM. These were broadly categorized into content related factors and non-content factors. Table highlighting identified themes is listed below:

4.1. Contact factors

4.1.1. Poorly designed content

The SM managers highlighted two important factors in their content design namely, the information and the information delivery. In terms of information, few SM managers suggested that putting down simple facts does not attract students’ attention on SM. It is therefore they try to build stories around these facts so that students can more easily relate to them. As said by a SM manager:

“The university has swimming pool; it has medication spots and world class labs. And now if I only put simple pictures of these labs then I don’t think so anyone will engage with us through such SM content. But instead, I show a child inside that lab, smiling and conducting an experiment making more sense for the target audience as they will be able to relate to the image. We create story around these facts of our university to make it more interesting and relevant for the audience to better connect with them.”

The same practice was not visible in the SM content of majority of the selected HEIs. Several students highlighted that there HEIs were mainly sharing facts, which were not very appealing for them. According to Laroche et al (2012), sharing of stories on SM is believed to support formation of brand communities where customers can engage more with stories rather simple facts. The same perhaps stand true for students’ communities on SM that connect more with content communicating stories of people they know or from the same community. Formation of brand communities through SM is reflection of utilization of group building block of honeycomb framework suggested by Keitzmann et al (2011). Utilization of this building block therefore can be seen contributing towards strengthening the bond between the HEIs and the students. HEIs need to make more of such functionalities of SM framework by putting content that supports strengthening of brand communities. The more HEIs will make their content revolve around real stories, and not mere facts, more it is believed to attract their students’ community. Similar requirement of content has been demanded by students as follow:

“Then what is most important is that universities shall try to create stories around the facts they share on SM. e.g., put a picture of a guy from cafeteria...
and put his story on SM. We will connect on SM through that person. The university therefore needs to leverage such personalities and such stories to engage more students.”

Further, according to some students interviewed, the information shared shall be linked to ongoing trends on SM. This supports the concept of crowd cultures on SM suggested by Holt (2016). Due to short lived duration of the content on SM, even the trends have been termed as short-lived cultures. His recommendation is in line with what few SM managers suggest for content designing. As said by a SM manager:

“We also try to convey our message by wrapping it around some on-going trend, or meme of SM. For example, recently there was a mannequin challenge trend, and we also did the same and made a video of a mannequin challenge to make it more interesting and appealing for the customers.”

In terms of content delivery, it has been observed in netnography and also based on the input of students and SM managers that video content had the highest engagement level. In the daily SM feed of some of the selected HEIs, there were several posts, with long textual content followed by static graphics (e.g., pictures, banners, news clippings). Such posts generally showed lowest engagement in terms of number of likes, shares, and comments. A SM manager said that live content on Facebook is becoming an important way to communicate on SM. According to him:

“If I put a simple image with a message, it may not attract many people on SM but if I go live on Facebook and post the same, I can expect to have more following.”

4.1.2. Lack of informality

SM managers and students see SM as an informal communication mean. The findings have highlighted high-level of formality that some HEIs are bringing in an informal communication media. This formality is reflected through excessive posting of content containing images of senior management, formal group pictures, use of formal languages as if writing official letters and apparently pre-defined formal replies to students’ queries. Some students interviewed told that they prefer going on unofficial SM accounts of the university, versus official account, primarily for the level of informality they offer. Unofficial accounts seem to understand students’ communication tone better, as students are managing them. These are informal communications with interesting stories about their universities. HEIs need to perhaps take a lead from such unofficial accounts. A suggestion in this regard was given by a SM manager where he recommended a collaborative model between unofficial and official account. Both can leverage each other’s strength to maintain good engagement level of the students.

A formal communication on SM more strongly reflects image of control that perhaps discourage students to engage. But according to the students’ interviewed, SM accounts shall not project a very formal image. This is not an impossible thing to achieve. The only important element here is to educate the senior management of HEIs to make them understand language tone on SM versus print media. Both cannot be equated and shall not be equated. A SM manager quoted an example to explain this:
"We see that happening in case of [School Name]. They have taken away the level of formality from their SM pages to remove the perception of controlled media, even though it is. And perhaps we and many other institutes can do the same. So, I know that my boss will not be comfortable with me posting selfies on SM.”

4.1.3. Inconsistent content posting

Several students highlighted absence of regular updates on the SM pages of their HEIs making them lose track of university updates and consequently interest in pursuing communication on SM with their HEIs. According to some students, when they do not see daily feed on SM from their HEIs, it makes them wonder if they are still present or even considering using SM for their communication purpose. As said by a student:

“Once, our university did not update the content on SM for several days. I thought that maybe they have either switched from the existing SM platform or have decided not to pursue communication any more on SM. So, I stopped actively following their SM activity.”

Another student explained it from a different perspective:

“One thing that puts me off to remain connected on SM with my University is its inactive approach in terms of content posting and responding to queries. It makes SM pages look dull, outdated and abandoned”

Some SM managers mentioned that they try to make it a point to at least put one post on SM to remain active on their selected SM platforms. But few also suggested that there is more active presence required on part of their university to constantly update their SM feed. To overcome this challenge, one University shared a practice where they have made multiple SM accounts for each Academic and Administrative Departments and given them authority to update their own content. While this takes away a centralized control mechanism but allows them to select from a wide pool of SM content related to their university and post it on University’s main SM accounts regularly.

4.1.4. Content posting during office hours

Some SM managers interviewed highlighted a challenge of content posting during off-working hours and on weekends. According to them students are more active during evening or nighttime on SM. Similarly, they are spending more time on SM platforms on weekends. But it becomes difficult to engage the SM team to update content after office hours, especially in case of female employees. Few students also highlighted this issue. A student said:

“While my university regularly updates content on SM, but I see them posting content during morning or working hours. I think they shall have more regular update in evening, at nighttime or weekend as several times, a content posted during day hours gets scrolled down in my SM posts resulting into missing out on several University activities and announcements”
Mostly SM managers highlighted a strategy where the content designing was done during office hours and posting at night. But in HEIs where SM based communication is still evolving, there was recognition of this challenge and limitation towards optimal utilization of SM.

4.2. Non-content factors

4.2.1. Selective platform presence

According to students, while they were happy to see presence of their HEIs on multiple SM platforms, but the level of activeness across different platforms was not homogenous. This discouraged them to connect with their HEIs on SM as they were not able to view or share content on platforms, which are of relevance and interest to them. The same point was raised by some SM managers, from the perspective of lack of willingness of their management to invest on SM Affairs and to hire more staff to manage SM communication. According to these managers, the existing staff enables them to manage only a limited number of SM accounts actively. Managing SM communication is like a 24hrs responsibility where one has to stay on constant alert to respond to any query and remain engaged. While HEIs may be able to post content on multiple SM platforms but to manage queries and engagement on all SM platforms becomes a challenge with existing resource. A student explained this as follow:

“My university is active on Facebook, and I can see them regularly posting content on Facebook about our University activities. But I am unable to see same activeness on Instagram, Twitter or LinkedIn. This puts me off as many of my friends are more active on other platforms.”

According to some students SM, for their HEIs, is “Facebook only”. In terms of customer engagement, this limitation seems strongly associated with the concept of connection (Shawky, et al., 2020). Limited options of connectivity on multiple SM platforms, limits the options of connectivity students may have to actively engage with their HEIs, causing dissatisfaction at the very early stage, which has been highlighted as an important pre-requisite to move across different stages of customer connectivity.

4.2.2. Selective response to students’ queries

Although HEIs state SM as a forum that allows them to easily manage students’ queries, but the reality is perhaps not the same. The netnography data clearly shows that HEIs are only responding to less than 50% of the posted queries on their SM forum. This percentage will definitely vary from institutes to institute but does not show an active follow up on part of the HEIs. Some of the students’ interviewed highlighted this as one of the discouraging factors in their SM communication with HEIs. Selective response is believed to discourage students to use this important forum as a mean of communication with HEIs. Some SM managers realize this importance and state as follow:

“SM has allowed us to more conveniently answer to students’ queries. But at the same time, it is a big responsibility. If we even miss one query, it may end up having an unsatisfied student. His experience may get shared with other fellows discouraging many students to use this forum for communication purposes.”
There could be several factors that must be resulting into a selective approach of responding to students’ queries but absence of good customer service culture in the country has been highlighted as one. According to some SM managers, HEIs need to have a more integrated approach in their marketing and develop a strong culture of good customer service off-line first and then use SM to compliment it.

Insufficient workforce has also been highlighted by several SM managers as a reason towards selective response towards students’ query. They try to manage the most critical queries first and if the time permits, they then try to address other queries. The senior management of the HEIs has been inclined towards adoption of SM with the view that it will provide them a cost-effective promotional mean. But the same influencing factor is perhaps also becoming a limitation and contributing towards non willingness to invest on SM affairs. Perhaps what HEIs need to understand is that while SM may be a more cost-effective promotional mechanism vis-à-vis its reach but cannot be run free. It is comparatively a cost-effective communication mean but cannot run on zero budget for organizational use.

4.2.3. Fearful attitude towards official SM accounts

Some students, while being interviewed, shared concern of being penalized by their respective HEIs in case if they place any negative comments on SM. This is believed to hinder true engagement of students with HEIs using this forum. HEIs need to somehow convince students that any feedback (positive or negative) will be valued on SM and through policies define SM communication boundaries. While swearing on SM communication can be arguable controlled but negative feedback reflecting a true opinion shall be encouraged. It will only then be possible to truly sense students’ pulse to improve services. SM managers also seem to acknowledge this weakness of their official SM accounts. The lack of openness linked to high level of formality is resulting into students developing a fearful attitude towards official SM accounts. While this phenomenon may not apply to all the students but is definitely a matter of concern for HEIs and seen as hindering their optimal SM utilization. A SM manager, when asked about changing any one element of their existing SM practice stated as follow:

“One thing if I wish I can change about our existing practice of SM, it would be the level of openness. I wish students are given more leverage in speaking their heart out on SM. In fact, they should be encouraged to speak out openly on SM. Base on this openness we shall also try to bring general content which they generate at their self-created SM accounts. There shall be a small portion of such content to allow students engage more. We have seen in our university that students would be doing skits in front of university faculty and management in which they will make fun of some of the teaching styles or figures well known in student community. Faculty and management enjoy that as well and students love it as they are able to relate with it. Why can’t we have this openness on SM?”

4.2.4. No incentive for students

While interviewing the students, they particularly highlighted absence of any direct (extrinsic) motivation for them to engage with their HEIs on SM. While they do acknowledge the benefit to stay abreast with important activities in their HEIs and convenience of obtaining answer to
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their queries or sharing their thoughts on SM (intrinsic motivations) but are perhaps looking for more direct benefits to have the continued engagement with their HEIs on SM. The netnography data revealed that one institute was putting efforts in this direction where they were engaging their students by asking them to take their selfies next to a standee placed somewhere at campus and post it on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram account with hashtag #LifeAt[Universiti Name]. By doing this, the students were getting into a competition to win Rs.2,000/- for the best picture. Perhaps other HEIs need to take a lead from such actions to include direct incentives for students to engage on SM with their HEIs.

According to some students, absence of incentives can lead towards an inconsistent approach on their part to communicate with their HEIs on SM. They highlighted example of various loyalty programmes run by different retail outlets, where a loyalty programme is linked with some financial and non-financial incentives. Whether it is getting free points on loyalty cards or having access to other exclusive members’ benefits; an incentive is believed to trigger interest and encourage consistent preference of a services. According to these students, HEIs are unfortunately not running such loyalty programmes for generating a more active participation and co-creation of value by their students on SM.

Table 1: Summary of qualitative themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Broader Themes</th>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Sub-Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poorly designed content</td>
<td>Sharing of facts only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disengagement from ongoing trends</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Long textual information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static graphics (e.g., pictures, banners, news clippings, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Informality</td>
<td>Excessive coverage of senior management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formal group pictures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formal write-ups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard replies to students’ queries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent Content Posting</td>
<td>Delayed updates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abandoned SM Pages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-responsive Pages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content posting during Office Hrs</td>
<td>Non-availability of staff on weekends</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Challenge in engaging staff in evening</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective Platform Presence</td>
<td>Facebook Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limited Human Resource to manage multiple accounts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of willingness to invest on SM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective Response to Students’ Queries</td>
<td>More than 50% unanswered queries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Absence of good customer service culture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insufficient workforce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fearful attitude towards official SM</td>
<td>Concerns of being penalized for candid input</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of openness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High level of formality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Incentive to Engage on SM</td>
<td>Absence of extrinsic motivators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limited or no financial awards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No loyalty programmes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Discussion and findings

Findings of this study have highlighted several content and non-content related factors, which are perceived to influence optimal students’ engagement on SM. In terms of content factors, poorly designed posts are identified as a major demotivating factor by the participants. Students interviewed explained that poor design of SM was reflected where HEIs placed a lot of textual information on SM or used static graphics. Such posts were perceived as non-appealing, making SM trolling less entertaining and engaging. It was also highlighted that students do not engage with posts that contain facts only. They rather prefer real stories conveying benefits for others. All these elements are considered closely associate with the concept of interaction as per Customer Engagement Framework (Shawky, et al., 2020). To entice students towards active posting of comments, liking and sharing content, HEIs need to develop their SM content that is more appealing for students, showing clear benefits, to generate intrinsic motivation for them to engage on SM (Kietzmann, et al., 2012).

High level of formality on a platform, which is perceived as an informal mode of communication, is also believed to discourage students to engage more actively. Consistent posting of content with images of senior management, lack of spontaneous replies to queries, more group photographs than selfies, etc., were making students shift towards unofficial accounts, which matched their communication tone. This formality may be a requirement due to official nature of SM account but is perceived as a barrier towards generating active interactions and loyalty (Shawky, et al., 2020). Inconsistency in content posting by some HEIs and posting of content during working hours only was giving an impression of non-availability and making student disconnect from SM engagement with their HEIs. According to Riley (2020), people use SM for their social connections and an inconsistent content posting approach or posting content in times when students are not available may not enable them to achieve that social connection with HEIs through SM.

In terms of non-content related factors, absence of active presence of their HEIs on multiple SM accounts, was limiting options for students to actively connect with their HEIs on SM. This consequently created dissatisfaction at the early stage of customer engagement framework, inhibiting students to proceed to advance stages enthusiastically. Students highlighted non-active presence of their HEIs on SM platforms where they usually have their friends circle. This according to Shawky et al (2020) is an important consideration when customers are connecting with any organization on SM. Selective response to students’ queries by HEIs is also believed to discourage students to actively engage on SM. Just like in a regular social gathering, non-responsiveness discourages an individual to maintain or increase interaction, similarly non-responsiveness is believed to affect those students who are unable to obtain reply to their queries to maintain their interaction with their HEIs.

While there was a clear reflection in Netnography data that several students were actively engaging with their HEIs on SM through regular posting of content, sharing and liking different posts. However, these were apparently reflection of intrinsic motivations to connect with their HEIs on SM. But enhanced interaction, which according to Shawky et al (2020) is reflection of loyalty, shall be maintained through extrinsic motivations where some rewards and incentives can be offered to students to more actively engage on SM. According to Keitzmann et al (2012), both intrinsic and extrinsic motivational factors are important in motivating active content sharing and engagement on SM.
Lastly, customer advocacy, which is a stage where customers become brand advocates on SM, by sharing their experiences and stories with other customers, seems to be affected due to a fearful attitude of students towards official SM accounts. According to some students, they are unable to share their experiences, stories and feedback more openly on SM due to fear of being targeted by their HEIs for candid informal view. This factor is also linked with the level of informality on SM where they feel that their style or way of writing or communicating content will not match the formal communication style adopted by their HEIs on SM. Here it is important for HEIs to adopt a more active listening in mode of SM pages, which are actively being followed by students, to understand their crowd cultures (Holt, 2016). This can educate them about content preference and communication tone preference of students on SM. Such knowledge will enable HEIs to create a SM environment that is more relevant to students and encourages them to actively participate and co-create value on SM.

6. Conclusion

Findings of this study have enabled identifying negative elements associated with SM based communication that are believed to negatively influence students’ engagement on SM. There are several studies highlighting actions to be taken (do’s) to enhance the customer engagement on SM (Riley, 2020; Alalwan, et al., 2020; Lei, Pratt, & Wang, 2017; Jayasingh & R.Venkatesh, 2015) but there was dearth of research to explain don’ts of SM based communication. This study has therefore filled this theoretical gap for SM based marketing communication, making HEIs more aware regarding do’s and don’ts of SM marketing communication. Further findings of this study have provided information to HEIs regarding their content strategy on SM by identifying content related matters that are believed to affect students’ satisfaction level while engaging with their HEIs on SM. By having this insight, HEIs can plan their SM content strategy accordingly to remove any barriers that are hindering students’ engagement on SM. Non-content related matters also provide HEIs important information regarding their practices relating to SM based communication and avoid actions that are not aligned with crowd cultures of their SM pages.
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